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Features of the digital sector

Fast moving (innovation, new products/services)

Market dynamics (network effects, multi- or single-homing, consumer switching or inertia)

Economies of scale and scope, issues of interoperability and portability

Business models (zero-pricing, two-sided platforms, “ecosystem” approach)

Markets prone to tipping (“winner takes most”) and entrenched market positions

Data as competitive parameter: crucial input for operators in digital markets (e.g. to develop products) 

- incentives to monopolise data 

These features can present challenges for regulators and enforcers: e.g., in terms of market definition (free-of-charge services, 

platforms); market power (multi-homing, data, network effects); enforcement (standard of proof, non-price effects, speed)
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EU enforcement in digital 
(antitrust and mergers)
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EU enforcement in digital – Antitrust

• Robust enforcement of competition rules in digital markets

• Increased use of Article 101 (cases on consumer electronics resale price maintenance

and on geoblocking (Guess, videogames))

• Article 102 TFEU:

• 2 Microsoft cases (Server OS/Media Player, Web browser)

• Amazon (E-books MFNs)

• 3 Google cases (Shopping, Android, AdSense)

• 2 Qualcomm cases (Exclusivity and Predatory pricing)

• Broadcom (interim measures + commitments)
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Article 101 TFEU - anticompetitive agreements

Territorial restrictionsResale price maintenance
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Article 102 – Google cases

• AT.39740 Google Shopping (27 June 2017)

• Abuse of Google’s dominance in general online search services, leveraged into the

market for comparison shopping services

• Fine: €2.42 billion

AT.40099 Google Android (18 July 2018)

• Four abuses of Google’s dominance in relation to licenseable Operating Systems for

mobile devices: tying, anti-fragmentation and revenue-sharing

• Fine: €4.34 billion

• AT.40411 Google AdSense (20 March 2019)

• Abuses of Google’s dominance in online search advertising (exclusivity arrangements)

• Fine: €1.49 billion
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Google Android
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Google AdSense
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EU enforcement in digital –
Mergers

• Common concern: big tech preemptively acquiring start up/nascent firms (e.g. “killer”

acquisitions)

• Commission reviewed many digital mergers (e.g. Google/DoubleClick, Microsoft/Skype,

Facebook/WhatsApp) and intervened where justified (Microsoft/LinkedIn, Apple/Shazam,

Google/Fitbit)

• Jurisdiction: Article 22 Guidance (March 2021) – full use of the referral mechanism to

capture below-threshold transactions

• Substantive analysis: Increased assessment of non-price effects, notably innovation

and quality (e.g. Apple/Shazam, Microsoft/LinkedIn; also non-digital: Bayer/Monsanto,

Dow/DuPont, Novartis/GSK Oncology Business)
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Concern: Leveraging Microsoft’s strong position from PC operating systems (OS) to 

professional social networks (PSN), through pre-installation of Linkedin on Windows PCs and 

integration in Office products

/

Promotion of LinkedIn 
through combination 

with Microsoft products 

Increase in LinkedIn 
membership and usage

Network effects and 
tipping in favour of 

LinkedIn

Marginalisation of rival 
existing PSNs and 

increase in barriers to 
entry for new PSNs

Microsoft’s commitments: 

i. to allow PC manufacturers and end-users to uninstall a possible LinkedIn app/icon in 

Windows OS; and 

ii. to enable competing PSNs to integrate with Microsoft products on a non-discriminatory 

basis
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EU enforcement in digital –
What’s next

New antitrust investigations

o Amazon Marketplace (use of competitors’ data)

o Amazon Buybox (self-preferencing)

o Apple App Store Practices (music streaming and e-books / audiobooks)

o Facebook Marketplace

o Google Adtech

Sector Inquiry in Internet of Things launched July 2020

Review of toolbox

o Marked Definition Notice

o Horizontal Guidelines

o Vertical Guidelines

Regulatory initiatives in digital, to complement competition rules – Digital Markets Act
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• Numerous reports/studies on the role of competition law in the digital sector, e.g.:

• Commission’s Special Advisers Report “Competition Policy for the Digital Era” (April 2019)

• UK report by Professor Furman “Unlocking Digital Competition” (March 2019)

• Stigler Center, “Report of the Committee for the Study of Digital Platforms” of the (September 2019)

• Autorité de la Concurrence and Bundeskartellamt, Joint report "Competition Law and Data“ (May 2016)

• German “Competition 4.0 Commission”, “A New Competition Framework for the Digital Economy” (September 2019)

• Commission’s conference “Shaping competition policy in the era of digitisation" (17 January 2019)

• Submissions in response to Commission’s public consultation on competition and digitisation (2018)

• U.S. House of Representatives Majority Staff Report “Investigation of Competition in Digital Markets” (October 2020) 

• Australian Competition & Consumer Commission (ACCC), “Digital Platforms Inquiry - Final Report (June 2019) 

• Lear, “Ex-post Assessment of Merger Control Decisions in Digital Markets” (9 May 2019)

• Various proposals: changes in the burden of proof; imposition of obligations regarding fair treatment, 

interoperability and data portability; increased use of interim measures, etc.

Wide reflection on competition law in digital
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https://ec.europa.eu/competition/publications/reports/kd0419345enn.pdf
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/785547/unlocking_digital_competition_furman_review_web.pdf
https://www.chicagobooth.edu/-/media/research/stigler/pdfs/digital-platforms---committee-report---stigler-center.pdf
https://www.google.com/url?sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=web&cd=1&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=2ahUKEwiCzZuys7viAhWFA2MBHdS7Ai4QFjAAegQIABAC&url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.autoritedelaconcurrence.fr%2Fdoc%2Freportcompetitionlawanddatafinal.pdf&usg=AOvVaw3EZDwsfXgtRXLCUBZ2lThv
https://www.bmwi.de/Redaktion/EN/Publikationen/Wirtschaft/a-new-competition-framework-for-the-digital-economy.pdf?__blob=publicationFile&v=3
•%09https:/webcast.ec.europa.eu/shaping-competition-policy-in-the-era-of-digitisation
http://ec.europa.eu/competition/scp19/media_en.html
https://judiciary.house.gov/uploadedfiles/competition_in_digital_markets.pdf?utm_campaign=4493-519
https://www.accc.gov.au/publications/digital-platforms-inquiry-final-report
http://www.learlab.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/06/CMA_past_digital_mergers_GOV.UK_version-1.pdf


The Digital Markets Act
(DMA)
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• Proposal for a regulation establishing ex ante rules for large digital platforms

(“gatekeepers”)

• Commission proposal December 2020, now with EU Council and European Parliament

• Not a competition law tool, but regulation that complements competition law, which

remains applicable (like in other sectors – telecommunications, energy, finance)

• Based on Article 114 TFEU – Legal basis for internal market

• Objective is to improve contestability and fairness of trading relations in digital markets

• Targeted, proportionate and flexible instrument

• Debate still ongoing and final text may change

Digital Markets Act (DMA)
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Conclusions
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Conclusions

• Enforcement of EU competition rules has had a central role to ensure that digital

markets deliver benefits to consumers

• EU competition law tools are flexible and can deal with new challenges and markets.

However, it is also necessary to consider adapting and refining the competition toolbox

• Competition law cannot solve every problem. Where appropriate, regulation can help

tackle systemic issues and complement competition enforcement. Competition law

experience can inform regulation (e.g. DMA)

• Going forward, need both competition enforcement and regulation as

complementary tools
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